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WHITLEY COLLEGE. Spec.suppl. 1975 SJL.

PASCOE VALE


PORT MELBOURNE

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH. GF&S papers

METHODIST CHURCH. JED list / SOVNL, 2/4/66, p.2 / pers.comm. 1999 MB.

ST JOSEPH'S CHURCH. Matthews, p.180 / spec.noted 1966 JRM / photograph of organ in collections of the Coburg Historical Society when at Methodist Church, Coburg.
UNITING CHURCH. Spec.noted 1966 JRM.

PRAHRAN

MOUNT ERICA METHODIST CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1965 HN&B.

RESIDENCE OF GLENN GERSCH. Spec.noted 1996 JRM.

ST MATTHEW'S CHURCH. Matthews, pp.113, 145 / Correspondence from K.M. Lavers 13 December 1924 to Mr McClennan; Correspondence from Alex. McConachie to Dr Floyd 3 December, 14 December 1924 (in A.E. Floyd papers, Grainger Museum, University of Melbourne) / WLR order bk, job nos 100, 150 / John Maidment, 'The organ in St Matthew's Anglican Church, Prahran', VOJ, 2/91, p.21

WESLEY COLLEGE CHAPEL. Matthews, p.126, 145 / spec.noted 1967, 1968 JRM

PRESTON

ALL SAINTS' CHURCH. Spec.noted 1966 JRM.

HOLY NAME CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1967 TS.

METHODIST CHURCH. Matthews, p.146 / spec.suppl.1970 ENM.

ST RAPHAEL'S CHURCH. Spec.noted 1966 JRM.


UNITING CHURCH, Highview Road. Spec.suppl. 1968 GF&S.

RESERVOIR


RICHMOND


ST MATTHIAS' CHURCH. Matthews, pp.138, 147 / notes JH from records of St Stephen's, Richmond / notes 1971 JRM.


UNITING CHURCH. Matthews, p.146 / SOVNL, 1/11/68, p.4 / Eric Stokes, 'The 100 year old organ at Richmond Uniting Church', VOJ, 8/88, pp.21-23.

RINGWOOD
BERNSTEIN AUSTRALIA. Matthews, pp.130-131, 140 / spec.noted 1967 JRM / notes 1992 JRM.


RESIDENCE OF MONETA EAGLES. Spec.noted 1983 JRM.

UNITING CHURCH. Spec.suppl.1967 SOV / GF&S list.

ST ANDREWS

RESIDENCE OF N & D TREZISE. VOJ, 4/97, p.34.

ST KILDA


CHRISTIAN BROTHERS COLLEGE. Spec.suppl. 1979 JPE.


PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. Matthews, pp.149-150 / spec.noted 1965 JRM.

SACRED HEART CHURCH. Matthews, p.150 / spec.noted 1967 JRM.


SANDRINGHAM


UNITING CHURCH. Australian Christian World, 27 June 1930, p.21 / spec.suppl.1967 RJH.

SOUTH MELBOURNE

FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST SCIENTIST. The Rotunda, vol.1, no.4 (April 1927), pp.32-33 / An historical organ recital, 14/5/54 / SOVNL, 8/66, pp.22-23.
SLEIGHT’S FUNERAL HOME. Spec.suppl. 1970 RO’B.

ST LUKE’S CHURCH. Matthews, pp.152-153 / SOVNL, 1/5/70, p.2 / pers.comm.1990 RJH.


SOUTH YARRA


PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. Matthews, p.154 / spec.noted 1966 JRM.

RESIDENCE OF NORMAN KAYE. Spec.noted 1988 JRM.

ST JOSEPH’S CHURCH. ON, 7/85, p.16.

SOUTH BANK


VICTORIAN COLLEGE OF THE ARTS. Spec.suppl.1981 KS.

STRATHMORE

ST AIDAN’S CHURCH. Spec.suppl.1967 RJH / notes JRM. A rebuilding by Michel Alcouffe was started but not completed.


SUNSHINE


SURREY HILLS
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH. Geoffrey Revell, 'Notes on the rebuilding of the organ at Holy Trinity Anglican Church, Surrey Hills', VOJ, 11/76, pp.6-9 / HN&B ob. / pers.comm. & spec.suppl. 1998 RJH.

RESIDENCE OF CECIL THOMAS. Australian Christian World, 27 June 1930, p.21 / pers.comm. 1974 KA.


THORN BURY

HOLY SPIRIT CHURCH. Spec.noted 1967 JRM.

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1969 RJH / GF&S list.

ST MARY'S CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1969 WGSS / HN&B ob. / pers.comm. RJH 1999

TOORAK


RESIDENCE OF WILLIAM ROWELL. William Rowell, 'A new house organ', VOJ, 10/94, pp.3-8 / spec. noted 1997 JRM.


ST PETER'S CHURCH. Matthews, pp.111-112, 204 / ON, 1/86, pp.15-16 / spec. noted 1965 / GF&S list.

SWEDISH CHURCH. Spec.noted 1984 JRM.

UNITING CHURCH. 'P.D.Collins and his work in Australia', ON, 10/79, pp.40-41 / pers.comm. 2002 KSF.

VERMONT

RESIDENCE OF K.D.BARELLI. Ken Barelli, 'An organ at home', VOJ, 8/82, pp.5-6 / pers.comm.1984 KDB / Geoffrey Cox, 'The ignoble tale of an organ that (literally) 'fell off the back of a truck'', ON, 4/87, pp.16-18, with addendum by Ken Barelli, pp.18-19 / pers.comm. 1996 JH.

WARRANDYTE

ST STEPHEN'S CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1991 JR.
WATTLE PARK

ST JAMES'S CHURCH. Matthews, pp.131, 156 / spec.noted 1967 JRM.

WEST MELBOURNE


WHEELERS HILL

RESIDENCE OF DR JOHN COX. Spec suppl 2002 RJH.

WILLIAMSTOWN

BAPTIST CHURCH. HN&B ob.

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH. Matthews, p.157 / GF&S papers / spec.noted 1967 JRM.


ST JOHN'S CHURCH. Matthews, p.157 / spec.noted 1991 JRM.


WINDSOR

PRESENTATION COLLEGE. Spec.suppl.1970 GF&S.

YARRAMBAT


YARRAVILLE


ALEXANDRA


ARARAT

ST MARY'S CHURCH. Spec.noted 1977 JRM.

BAIRNSDALE

UNITING CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1969 WGSS / spec.suppl. 1992 SJL.

BALLARAT

BALLARAT FINE ART GALLERY. Bruce Naylor & Lindsay O'Neill, 'The discovery of a sacred barrel-organ', VOJ, 10/72, pp. 3-4.

BALLARAT GRAMMAR SCHOOL. ST MARK'S CHAPEL. Spec.noted 1981 JRM / pers.comm. 1986 LT.

CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL. Spec.noted 1966 JRM / GF&S list / pers.comm. 1980 JS.

HER MAJESTY'S THEATRE. Vox, 12/71, p. 5 / pers.comm. 1994 EW.

LORETO ABBEY. Matthews, p. 159 / church booklet / spec.noted 1966 JRM.

RESIDENCE OF LEIGHTON TURNER. Spec.suppl. 1980 LT.


ST ALIPIUS' CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1969 GF&S / GF&S list.

ST ANDREW'S KIRK. Matthews, p. 160 / spec.suppl. 1967 JNC.

ST JOHN'S CHURCH. Matthews, p. 160 / Lois Reynolds, St John the Evangelist Anglican Church, Soldier's Hill, Ballarat, 1865-1989, p. 18 / spec.noted 1969 JRM / pers.comm. 1980 LT.

ST PATRICK'S CATHEDRAL. Spec.noted 1966 JRM / GF&S list.


ST PETER'S CHURCH. Spec.noted 1966 JRM / HN&B ob.


UNITING CHURCH, Barkly Street. Matthews, p. 159 / spec.suppl. 1967 JNC.

UNITING CHURCH, Lydiard Street. Matthews, p. 159 / spec.noted 1966 JRM / GF&S list.


BEAUFORT


UNITING CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1969 GF&S.

BEECHWORTH
CHRIST CHURCH. Matthews, pp.125, 162 / CEM, 1/1888 / 'A mystery organ', Voj, 8/93, pp.30-31 / spec.noted 1967 JRM.

BENALLA

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH. Matthews, pp.162, 177-178 / spec.noted 1966, 1968 JRM.

STOLZ RESIDENCE. Pers.comm. 1986 RJH (info. from Selwyn Allen).


ST JOSEPH'S CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1972 RJH / notes 1989 JRM.

UNITING CHURCH. JED list / spec.noted 1967, 1976 JRM.

BENDIGO

RESIDENCE OF DAVID BERTHOTH. Pers.comm. 1995 DB.


ST MATTHEW'S CHURCH. Spec.suppl.1977 WGSS / pers.comm.1982 RAA.


BROADFORD

CAMPERDOWN


ST PAUL'S CHURCH. Matthews, p.164 / spec.suppl.1969 GF&S.

CARNGHAM

UNITING CHURCH. Matthews, p.164 / 100 years: the centenary of the laying of the foundation stone of the Carngham Uniting Church, Snake Valley, November 1892-November 1992, pp.16-17 / spec.suppl.1967 JNC / pers.comm.1986 LT.

CASTLEMAINE


PRIVATE OWNER. Pers.comm.2005 FL.


UNITING CHURCH. Matthews, p.165 / Restoration of the pipe organ 1968 / SOVNL, 1/3/68, p.3 / spec.noted 1984 JRM.

CAVENDISH


CLIFTON SPRINGS

RESIDENCE OF WAL MAYNARD. Pers.comm. 1995 FP.

CLUNES


COLAC

ST ANDREW'S CHURCH. JED list / spec.suppl.1966 HN&B / HN&B ob / spec.suppl. 1994 RJH.


COLERAINE
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH. *The Church of the Most Holy Trinity, Coleraine* [supplement to *The Way*, November 1966], p.7 / SOVNL, 1/6/70, p.3.

CRAIGIE

RESIDENCE OF BRUCE FETHERS. VOJ, 5/80, pp.14-15 / pers.comm. 2006 BF.

CRESSY

ST ANDREW'S UNITING CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1969 GF&S / spec.noted 1994 JRM.

DARLINGTON

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1972 GF&S.

DARNUM


DAYLESFORD

CHRIST CHURCH. Matthews, p.166 / CEM, 12/1871 / SOVNL, 7/66, p.3 / pers.comm. 1980 LT.

ST ANDREW'S CHURCH. Matthews, pp.166-167 / SOVNL, 7/66, p.4 / pers.comm. 1980 LT.


DONALD

RESIDENCE OF JOHN FRASER. Pers.comm. 1995 JF.

DROMANA


DUNOLLY


ECHUCA


ST ANDREW'S CHURCH. Matthews, pp.166-167 / spec.noted 1966 JRM.


EDENHOPE

EUROA


ST PAUL'S CHURCH.  Spec.noted 1966 JRM / pers.comm. 1986 RJH.

FLINDERS


GEELONG


CAROUSEL.  Details notes 2003 JRM.


GEELONG COLLEGE.  ON, 10/90, p.20; 4/93, pp.10-11.


REFORMED CHURCH.  Matthews, p.170 / spec.noted 1967 JRM.

RESIDENCE OF JOHN BROCKMAN.  Spec.suppl. 1967 RJH.


ST DAVID'S CHURCH. Matthews, p.171 / spec.noted 1965 JRM / HN&B ob / Robert Heatley, 'The organ in St David's Uniting Church, Newtown (Geelong)', VOJ, 2/85, pp.3-5.

ST GEORGE'S CHURCH. Matthews, p.171 / spec.noted 1965 JRM / HN&B ob / D.W.Martin, 'The organ in St George's Presbyterian Church, Geelong', SOVNL, 1/6/70, pp.7-10.

ST JOHN'S ANGLICAN CHURCH. SOVNL, 5/67, p.11.


ST PAUL'S CHURCH. Pers.comm. 1994 GC from circular advertising sale of Smith organ, in archives of St Peter's, Melbourne / SOVNL, 1/11/67, pp.13-14 / Sung eucharist with the dedication of the rebuilt and enlarged organ, 28/5/72 / Stephen Laurie, 'Historical survey of the organ at St Paul's Church, Geelong, VOJ, 11/72, pp.3-6 / Geoffrey Cox, 'The First Organ at St Peter's Eastern Hill, Melbourne, ON 7/95, pp.18-22.


SCOTS CHURCH. Spec.suppl.1967 AF.


UNITING CHURCH, Pakington Street. Spec.noted 1967 JRM / GF&S list.

UNITING CHURCH, Shackleton Street. SOV specification collection.

WESLEY CHURCH. Matthews, pp.170-171 / 'A Magnificent Organ; at Yarra Street Methodist Church' (contributed by O.C.H.) 7 November 1934 / spec.noted 1966 JRM / inf. suppl. 2003 AG / spec. noted 2006 JRM

HAMILTON


WESLEY CHURCH. Matthews, p.172 / SOVNL, 1/6/67, p.21 / HN&B ob / pers.comm. 1979 SJL.

HAWKESDALE

HEALESVILLE

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. GF&S letter book vol 21, p. 406 (23 January 1907) and p.771 (5 Feb 1908)


HEATHCOTE


HORSHAM

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH. Matthews, p.133 / SOVNL, 8/6/66, p.13 / ON, 1/86, pp.24-25 / spec.suppl. 1971 PLC.


WESLEY PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE. Matthews, p.173 / spec.noted 1967 JRM.

INGLEWOOD


KINGSTON

RESIDENCE OF EVAN DUGGAN. WLR order bk, job nos 111, 170 / John Kriewaldt, 'A country residence organ', VOJ, 10/72, pp.8-9 / Organo Pleno Newsletter December 2003, p.4 / pers.comm. KT 2004

KYABRAM

UNITING CHURCH. Matthews, p.119 / spec.noted 1967 JRM / spec.suppl. 1970 GF&S.

KYNETON


RESIDENCE OF JAMES LEISHMAN. VOJ, 6/91, p.29.


LANG LANG


LEONGATHA
ST PETER'S CHURCH. Pers.comm. 1977 AL.

**MALDON**


**MANSFIELD**


**MARYBOROUGH**

CHRIST CHURCH. Matthews, p.174 / SOVNL, 7/66, pp.5-6.


**MILDURA**

ST MARGARET'S CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1967 RJH.

**MINYIP**


**MOLIAGUL**


**MONBULK**

ST GEORGE'S CHURCH. ON, 10/87, p.17.

**MORNINGTON**

RESIDENCE OF DR W. RALPH. Matthews, p.145 / pers.comm. WJR 10/00.

ST MACARTAN'S CHURCH. John Maidment, 'The new organ at St Macartan's RC Church, Mornington', SOVNL, 1/12/69, pp.9-11.


**MORTLAKE**

ST JAMES’S CHURCH. George Fincham letter, 2/3/1872 / Matthews, p.174.

**MORWELL**

RESIDENCE OF JOHN LAGERWEY. OP, Spring 2003, p.4

ST ANDREW'S PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. Matthews, pp.107, 123, 132, 155 / MS, 8/2/1873, p.82 / ON, 7/86, p.18; 1/97, p.- / BD 23/5/1980 (when at Thornbury).

**MOUNT MACEDON**
CHURCH OF THE RESURRECTION. Spec.suppl. 1985 KS.

MURTOA


NEWBOROUGH

ST AIDAN’S CHURCH. Spec.suppl.1967 RJH / pers.comm.1986 SJL.

NOORAT


OCEAN GROVE


ORBOST

ST JAMES’S ANGLICAN CHURCH. Spec.noted 1967 JRM / GF&S list / spec.suppl. 1987 SJL.

PELLA

ST JOHN’S CHURCH. Matthews, pp.151, 213 / Rainbow parish bulletin, 11/70, pp.6-7 / pers.comm. 1970 HN&B.

PENSHURST


PORT FAIRY

ST JOHN’S CHURCH. Matthews, p.175 / spec.noted 1966 JRM / pers.comm. 1986 LT.

PORTLAND


SCOTS CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1966 AEL / GF&S list.


QUEENSCLIFF

ST ANDREW’S CHURCH. Spec.noted 1967 JRM.


ROSEBUD
RESIDENCE OF MYLES R. BROWNE. Pers.comm. 1991 MB.

ST ARNAUD

CHRIST CHURCH. Matthews, pp.126, 176 / spec.noted 1967 JRM / WLR order bk, job no 169 / HN&B order no V510.

SALE

REGENT THEATRE. Pers.comm. 1991 MB.

ST COLUMBA'S CHURCH. Spec.noted 1968 JRM.

ST MARY'S CATHEDRAL. Spec.noted 1981, 1993 JRM.


SHEPPARTON


SILVAN

TESSELAAR'S TULIP FARM. Pers.comm. 1995 FP.

SORRENTO


STAWELL

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH. Matthews, p.177 / GF&S papers / pers.comm.1967 RR.

ST MATTHEW'S CHURCH. Spec.suppl.1967 ADH / JED list / spec.suppl. 1986 SJL.

ST PATRICK'S CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1979 SJL.


SWAN HILL


RESIDENCE OF NEWTON WILLIAMS. Spec.suppl. 1994 NW / pers.comm. 1995 NW.

TABOR


TARRAWARRA

TARRINGTON

ST MICHAEL'S CHURCH. SOVNL, 1/6/67, p.22 / GF&S list.

TERANG


TONGALA

ST JAMES'S CHURCH. VOJ, 2/79, p.5.

TORQUAY


TRARALGON

ST JAMES'S CHURCH. Pers.comm. 1972 RJH.

WANGARATTA

EMMANUEL CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1967 RJH / pers.comm. 1986 RJH.


WARRACKNABEAL

CHRIST CHURCH ANGLICAN CHURCH. GF&S list / spec.noted 1980 & notes JRM / pers.comm. 1994 MK.

WARRAGUL

ST PAUL'S CHURCH. Spec.noted 1965 JRM / notes 1978 JRM.

WARRAYURE

BETHELHEM LUTHERAN CHURCH. SOVNL, 10/66, pp.22-23 / HN&B ob. / OP Autumn 2003, p.9

WARRNAMBOOL

BAPTIST CHURCH. Spec.noted 1968 JRM.
CHRIST CHURCH. Matthews, p.178 / spec.noted 1966, 1976, 1994 JRM.

LUTHERAN CHURCH. Spec.noted 1968 JRM.


ST JOSEPH'S CHURCH. Matthews, pp.178-179 / unidentified Warrnambool newspaper 19/1/1893 reprinted in ON, 1/93, pp.5-6 / spec.noted 1966 JRM / Blessing and dedication of the restored pipe organ, 14/11/77.

UNITING CHURCH. Spec.noted 1966 JRM / HN&B ob.

WODONGA

ST JOHN'S CHURCH. Spec.suppl. 1967 RJH / pers.comm. 1990 SJL.

YAPEEN

RESIDENCE OF JOHN DANNATT, Godfrey Lane. Pers.comm. 1995 FP.

YARRAWONGA

ST CUTHBERT'S CHURCH. Spec.noted 1967 JRM / pers.comm.1980 DF.

YEA


UNLOCATED ORGANS

1. English chamber organ. VOJ supplement, 4/85, p.5.

2. Notes JRM.

3. Pers.comm.1993 KJH.